BÀI TẬP ÔN Ở NHÀ TỪ 30/3 - 4/4/2020
(DÀNH CHO LỚP 10A5 VÀ 10A6)
I. PRONUNCIATION
Find the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others.
1. a. provide
b. environment
c. wildlife
d. injured
2. a. bee
b. bomb
c. ban
d. bright
3. a. needed
b. completed
c. polluted
d. concerned
4. a. animals
b. constant
c. valuable
d. natural
II. VOCABULARY AND EXPRESSION: Choose the best option
1. The loss of forest is destroying the earth's plant and animal ………….
A. variety
B. supply
C. medicine
D. sickness
2. We may never know the truth cost of ……………..
A. destroy
B. destruction
C. destructive
D. destructively
3. Man and most animals need a ……………… supply of water to live
A. quick
B. long
C. constant
D. short
4. Hydroelectric ................. hold back needed water and provide power for homes and industries.
A. river
B. stream
C. pool
D. dam
5. Trees, ……….., and other plant life play an important part in the natural circulation of water.
A. soil
B. grasses
C. flowers
D. B and C
6. Without plants, most water would run ………… as soon as it falls.
A. off
B. on
C. in
D. from
7. Rapid run-off would cause frequent floods and leave little water during ………… season.
A. wet
B. rainy
C. dry
D. sun
8. We cannot clean up our …………. rivers and seas overnight.
A. pollute
B. pollution
C. polluting
D. polluted
9. We cannot stop the ………………. of plants and animals.
A. environment
B. disappearance
C. defence
D. electricity
10. They want to be seen as places where ………….. species can develop
A. danger
B. endangered
C. dangerous
D. dangerously
11. At times, this can be ……….., and some keepers have been injured and one has been killed.
A. danger
B. risky
C. injure
D. famous
12. Campers must use ………… to put out their campfires completely after they leave.
A. water
B. earth
C. plant
D. trees
13. Half the world’s rain forests have already been _____.
A. endangered
B. eroded
C. found
D. destroyed
14. Try to eliminate fatty food from your diet.
A. limit
B. get rid of
C. move
D. add
15. This dress _____ by me yesterday.
A. bought
B. was bought
C. is bought
D. buys
16. No mistakes ______ made.
A. has been
B. have been
C, is
D. to be
17. Thousands of hectares of forest are _____ each year.
A. destruction
B. destroyed
C. destroying
D. destroy

18. Your salary is very low. You _____ another job.
A. should look
B. shouldn’t look
C. should look for
D. shouldn’t look for
19. If you exercised more, you _____ better.
A. feel
B. will feel
C. would feel
D. felt
20. I _____ they ____ get married.
A. think/don’t
B. think/shouldn’t
C. don’t think/should
D. don’t
think/shouldn’t
21. A _____ is a large area of sea that is partly surrounded by land.
A. ocean
B. gulf
C. mountain
D. hill
22. We cannot live without ______.
A. money
B. water
C. medicine
D. wine
23. Once a fire has started, it spreads very _______ .
A. slowly
B. quick
C. rapidly
D. so quick
24. Do you feel like ______ the conference tonight?
A. joining
B. to join
C. to joining
D. joined
25. Are you free _______ me now?
A. to help
B. helping
C. helped
D. help
26. ________ phoning Tom tonight?
A. can you
B. would you like
C. how about
D. let’s
27. In late ______, forests may easily catch fire.
A. autumn
B, spring
C. winter
D. summer
28. If you drive your car too fast, the police _____ you.
A. would punish
B. punish
C. will punish
D. are punished
29. ______ means “concerning or producing electricity by the power of falling water”.
A. circulation
B. hydroelectric
C. elimination
D. run off
30. What would happen if you ______ a teacher?
A. were
B. is
C. had been
D. are
III. GRAMMAR:
A. Write the following sentences in the passive
(Em hãy viết lại các câu sau dưới dạng bị động)
1. People speak English at the club.
 English ………………............................................................................................................................
Làm mẫu:
 English is spoken at the club (by people).
2. They don't invite her to the party.
 She ………………..................................................................................................................................
3. They are feeding my pet.
 My pet ....................................................................................................................................................
4. The police have looked for that robber everywhere.
 That robber .............................................................................................................................................
5. She cleans the floor every day.
 The floor .................................................................................................................................................
6. We weren't watching an exciting comedy when she came.

 An exciting comedy ...............................................................................................................................
7. Mr. Brown explained the lesson very clearly.
 The lesson ...............................................................................................................................................
8. He is writing a book on biology.
 A book on biology ..................................................................................................................................
9. That writer published a new novel in June.
 A new novel .............................................................................................................................................
10. That secretary checked e-mails yesterday.
 E-mails ......................................................................................................................................................
B. Change the sentences below into active voice:
(Em hãy đổi các câu sau sang dạng chủ động)
1/ The tree is being planted in the garden by her father now.
 Her father ....................................................................................................................................................
Làm mẫu:
 Her father is planting the tree in the garden now.
2/ A small house has just been built here by the builders.
 The builders ....................................................................................................................................................
3/ The book was written by that famous author.
 That famous authors ....................................................................................................................................
4/ You will be helped by your teacher.
 Your teacher ....................................................................................................................................................
5/ A rat is being chased by my cat.
 My cat .................................................................................................................................................................
6/ We are taught English by Mr. Nguyen.
 Mr. Nguyen........................................................................................................................................................
7/ The lesson is now being explained by Ms. Hoa.
 Ms. Hoa……........................................................................................................................................................
8/ A big hole was dug in the yard by her brother.
 Her brother ……........................................................................................................................................................
9/ Milk will be made by the waitress.
 The waitress ……........................................................................................................................................................
10/ A small package was sent to me last week.
 I …….................................................................................................................................................................................

